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1. INTRODUCTION 

kperimental laboratory investigations, carried out during 1987 and 1988, showed that the 
"Iermal peflormance from solar heating systems with small volume flow rates is about 20% 
higher than the thermal perFormance from traditional solar heating systems [ l ] ,  [2], [3] and 
E41 0 

The aim of the projed was to investigate if the promising results from the laboratoy systems 
with small volume flow rates would keep in pradice. It was investigated whether the 
manufadurers' solar heating systems for domestic hot water supply were as efficient and 
a~ractive as expeded, and whether the systems would work in practice without any operation 
problems. The three solar collector manufadurers: Batec, Aidt Miljtar and Arcon Solvarme 
paflicipated in the project. Each manufacturer built three small test systems at three diHerent 
consumers. Nine systems were consequently built, and they were followed by means of 
energy mebrs, water meters and hour counters. 

2. THE TEST SYSTEMS 

The nine test systems were built in the period May "198 - Februay 1994, see Table 1. The 
test systems are of different design. The systems are for instance equipped with solar 
collectors of different Qpes, and have different areas, orientations and tilts, 

In the Batec systems is used the solar collector element BA22 SELEUIV with a transparent 
area of 2.16 m2 and the efficiency: 

In the Arcon systems is used the solar colledor element S-25%) with a transparent area of 2.51 
m2 and the efficiency: 

In Wo of the Aidt M i l j ~  sys"ams is used the solar colledor element LF4 with a transparent area 
of 3.84 m" and the efficiency: 

In the third Aidt Milja system is used the solar collectof element LF5 with a transparent area 
of 5.07 rnn and the efficiency: 



Tm is the solar colledor's mean temperature of the fluid, "C 
is the air temperature, "C 

E is the solar irradiance, W/ma 

In eight of the systems are used veflical mantie tanks, where the solar colledor fluid is 
supplied in the top of the mantle and returned to the solar colledor from the boBom of the 
mantle. The top of the tank is heated by means of an electric heating element and/or a heat 
exchanger spiral or an e&ra mantle around the lop of the hot water tank. This is the reason 
why hot water can be tapped from the tanks even in periods with very !in!@ sun. 

In the ninth system, in Svenstrup, a horizontal mantle tank is used. in this system is used an 
e~erna l  heat exchanger placed under the tank to transfer the heat from the solar colledor 
loop to the domestic water. The cold domestic water is led by nakural convection from the 
bo$gom of the storage tank down to the heat exchanger. Were the water is heated and 
conducted to the centre of the heat storage. By using the mantle as a heat exchanger, the 
heat sbrage can fufihermore be heated by an oil burner. 

In two of the systems the water can be heated aAer having left the storage tank, either by a 
separate eledric heater or by an oil burner unit. 

The domestic hot water systems in two of the systems are equipped with a circulation piping. 
Low flow solar heating systems are expected to have especially high "shermal pedormances 
when the domestic water system is equipped with a circulation piping. The reason for these 
great expectations is the fact "aal the high temperatures which are reached in the "sp of the 
tank of the low flow system correspond very well with the relatively high temperatures that are 
necessary to cover "I@ heat loss of the circulation piping. 

The storage tank of the syskm in Hadsten is piaced in an unheated barn, and the storage 
tank of the system in Terndrup is placed in an uninsulated loft. m e  remaining systems' 
storage tanks are placed in heated rooms. Figure 1 shows the location of the systems. 
Fu~hermore is shown the location of the meteorological stations where the weather data are 
measured. 





X Solar heating system 
@ Meteorological station 

Fig. 1. Location sf test systems and meteorological stations 



3. MWSURING SYSTEM 

The measuring equipment which was used in the nine systems is shown schematically in 
Figure 2. AI! the systems are equipped with at least one energy meter of the type Clorius 
Combimeter, either type W56 or 1,5EP. 

By means of this energy meter the hot water consumption and the amount of energy tapped 
from the heat storage of the system are measured. The meter consists of a water meter to 
measure the volume of the flowing water and of two temperature sensors. The cold 
temperature sensor is placed at the inlet of the cold water to the storage tank. The warm 
temperature sensor is placed at the outlewf the hot water "iom the storage tank. The meter 
is equipped with an eledronic unit, which by the help of the measured quantities calculates 
the amount of energy. The amount of energy and the volume of water can be read on a 
special unit. 

Systems, whose storage tanks have the possibiliw of post-heating in the form of a heat 
exchanger, a mantle or a heat exchanger spiral connected to a boiler or to B district heating 
nelwork, are equipped with one more energy meter: Clorius Combimeter type W50 or 1,s 
EP. The amount of energy supplied to the storage from the boiler or from the district heating 
nework is measured by means of this energy meter. 

Systems with a circulation piping are fu~hermore equipped with an energy meke Glorius 
Combimeter type W50 or 1,5EP which measures the heat loss 0% the circulation piping. 

Systems with posbheating in the form of an electric heating element placed in the solar 
storage tank are equipped with a kWh-meter to record the energy consumption of the eledric 
heating element. 

The water in all the storage tanks of the systems can be post-heated by means of one or 
more auxiliary energy source(s). The net utilized solar energy of the solar heating system is 
determined as the energy amount "spped from the storage tank minus the energy amount 
supplied to the storage tank from the auxiliary energy source(s). In the tables with measured 
pedormances, the net u"riized solar energy of the sysbem including an estimated heat loss 
from the storage tank is fuflhermore indicated. 

The energy consumption for the domestic hot water supply is equal to the energy amount 
tapped from the storage "sank if the domestic water is not heated seer having passed the 
storage tank. Besides, in the tables, the solar frac"rons of the systems are indicated. The 
solar fradion is indicated without %he heat loss of the storage tank as well as including an 
estimated heat loss from the storage tank. In the first case, the solar fradion is defined as 
the ratio beween the net utilized solar energy and the tapped energy amount from the 
storage tank. In the second case, the solar fradion is defined as the ratio beween the net 
utilized solar energy including an estimated heat loss from the heat storage and energy 
tapped from the storage tank including an estimated heat loss from the storage tank. In two 
systems, those in Terndrup and in Svenstrup, the domestic water can be heated after i"6has 
left the storage tankk. For these two systems, the total amount of energy for domeskic hot 
water supply is not measured, and the solar fractions are therefore not determined for these 
systems. 

Finally, the circulation pump of the solar coiledor loop is equipped with an hour counter 
which registers the operation hours of the solar collector. 

Each system is then equipped with so many energy meters that it is possible to determine 
the net utilized solar energy of the solar heating system. The budget of the project did not 
permit the solar collector loops to be equipped with energy meters. Therefore the energy 



from the storage ,tank havs to be estimated. 

It should be noted that the dornsstic hot water consumption in sunny periods with very high 
aborage tsmperatsdrss is higher than the measured consumption sis~oce %he hot water is mixed 
with cold water in Ehese periods. 

'There are two Bypes af energy meters, one with %he cold sensor integramed in the water meter, 
and one with iwo looss sensors, The water nlekr, when possible, is installed on the cold side 
ta prevent internal ~irculatisn through {he meter, and erroneous measuring which this might 
cause, see 653. ARer installation the energy meters are checked by ISS Clorius Intern8tional 
A/S. The accuracy of the megets is stated to be better than 2% at powers bebeen 1 and 50 
kW, and betier than 5% at powers betw881ii 0.5 and 1 kW, which is quite satisfactory. 

WP-aon small amounts O F  hot water are tapped, LEls inertia of the lempse"aturs sensors causes 
the measured tapped amount of ealergy ts be somsw&lat smaller than %he actual tapped 
wnasunl ol energy. However, M is estimated that this systematic erroneous measuring has 
only a limited influence on "6ke measured system pedormance. 

The kWh-meiers applied are inspected at the Laboratory. The accuracy is better than 496, 
which is satisfactory. 

AI! the meters are read once a week by the occupanks, and a table with the read values are 
sent to the Laboratory once a month. 

For the evaEuation of the system pedormances were applied weather data measured by the 
Banish Meteorological Institute for the meteorological station which is nearest to the relevant 
system, see Fig. 1. 

,----.--"J 

Mantle tank 

I Hour counter 1 '  

Fig. 2. Measuremen"rquipment for the solar heating systems. 



4. MEASUREMENTS 

Most of the test systems have worked without major problems since the installation. Two of 
the systems, the Batec system in G81988fie and the Arcon system in Igalvehave, have had 
special problems. The problems in Gentofte concerned the control system and the placement 
and design of the connections of the circulation piping "r the hot water tank. The system has 
been changed several times since the installation. The last change took place in May 1990. 
The problems of the Gentofie system are described in details in [63. 

In section 4.4 the general experience from the systems are presented, and in section 4.2 the 
experience from the Kalvehave system is described. The results of the measurements are 
given in sedion 4.3, and an evaluation of the measured thermal pedormances is given in 
section 4.4. 

4.1 Operation Experience In Genera! 

In two of the systems boiling occurred in the solar collector loop in sunny periods with very 
modest hot water consumption. The problem was solved by using step 2 of the circulation 
pump during summer holidays, instead of step 1 which is the one normally used. The volume 
flow rate in the solar colledor loop was thus increased, and the risk of boiling was reduced. 

In two of the systems, %he one-way valves used in the solar collector loop were not 
functioning. Consequently thermosyphoning circulation occurred in the solar collector Ioop, 
resulting in a substantially increased heat loss from the storage, and a reduction ofthe system 
pedormance. The one-way valves have been replaced, and since then there have not been 
any problems of thermosyphoning circulation in the solar collector loops. 

The heat losses from the upper part of the hot water tanks of some of the systems are 
relatively large. This is rather unfofiunate as large heat losses from the top of the hot water 
tank substantially reduce the pedormances of the solar heating systems, as described in 171. 

The cause of the large heat losses is an inappropriate design of the upper parts of the heat 
storages, especially as regards pipe connections. An inappropriate piping outside the storage 
might fur$hermore noticeably increase the heat loss from the storage. 

Any pipe connection in the top of the tank will cause an increased heat Ioss. If the pipe is 
not turned downwards immediably outside the tank, the water in the pipe will always by 
natural csnvection keep warm a bigger or smaller part of the pipe, resulting in an increased 
heat loss. 

The pipe might be a part of a pipe loop through which water is circulating either to heat the 
tank, or to tap heat from the tank. In such pipe loops, if the piping is inappropriate, there is 
a risk that water by thermosyphoning circulabs in the loop in periods when it is not intended. 
Large amounts of energy can be lost in this way. 

The problem of large heat losses from the storage is not especially linked with how flow solar 
heating systems. Systems with combi-tanks in the top of which the necessavy post-heating 
of the solar heated water is done, are especially exposed to this problem [8]. 

If possible all pipes ought to be conneded to the boHom of the storage tank. Fu~heumore, 
the piping should be designed in such a way that the possibility of a driving force, which can 
result in thermosyphoning water in pipe loops, is reduced to a minimum. This can be 
ensured, for ins"snce, by thorough insulation of all p a ~ s  of the pipe loops. Furthermore, well 
functioning check valves ought to be installed in the pipe loops. 



In some of the storage tanks a large part of the storage can be heated by the auxiliay energy 
source, "be electric heating element or the heat exchanger spiral being placed relatively low 
in the tank. This is especially inappropriate as the pedormance of the solar heating system 
is strongly reduced when the water volume, heated by the auxiliary ensrgy source, is 
increased. 

It is therefore impodant to place the electric heating element and the heat exchanger spiral 
so high in "she tank that the auxiliary ensrgy sources do nomeat more water than necessary 
for the desired comfa;~&~ 

Besides, in some of the storage tanks, the control of the heat suppiy from the auxiliay energy 
source was defective. In these systems the water was healed 80 a higher bsmperature than 
the desired tap temperature of the auxiliary ensrgy source resulting in a reduced pedormance 
of the s o h  heating systern. IS is therefore impoflant that the control system ensures that the 
domestic water is only heated to the desired tap temperature Q$: the auxiliary energy source, 
This probDem was solved by changing the csntro! systems s& the problsma"sic systems during 
the measuring period. 

For Bang periods the pedormances of the two solar hea"sng systems with circulation piping 
were very small. The reason for these small performances was the fae"a:$hat the water which 
is Ied back "s the storage tank from the circulation piping causes a mixing in the tank. The 
mixing results in a deterioration of the stratification of the storage Bank and a substantial 
reduction of the system pe~ormance. It is "%herefore impodan-t that the storage tank is 
designed in such a way that the water is slowly supplied to the tank at the right temperature 
Bevel. 

The problem was solved by installing a pipe throughout the height of the hot water tank. The 
pipe is connected to the return pipe of the circulation piping. The pipe is supplied with many 
holes throughout all its length. In this way %he pipe ensures that the water from the circulation 
piping without any vigorous mixing is supplied to the hot water "sank at the !eve1 which has the 
same temperature as the returned water. In this way the stratification of the storage is 
retained to a ceflain ew"sent. 

4.2 Experience of Operation from the Kalvehave System 

Fig. 3 shows a diagram of the heat storage of the system and "he applied measuring 
equipment. The heat storage is a 208 1 mantle tank with a heat exchanger spiral integrated 
in the top of the heat storage tank. 

The heat exchanger spiral is conneded 80 an oil burner. The uppsr part of the heat storage 
tank can also be heated electrically. 

The solar collector of the system is an Arcon S-250 solar coiiector elemen"rounted at the 
top of a south facing roof, in this way the shadows from the surroundings will never reach the 
solar collector, see Fig. 4. 

In the beginning of the system's lifetime the pedormance was unsatisfactorily low. Therefore 
investigations were initiated to elucidate the causes of the low peHormaraces. The results of 
these investigations will be dealt with below. 

The operation time for the circulation pump was very shoa in the beginning of the system's 
lifetime. That is why the mode of operation of the control system was checked. 

The circulation pump is controlled by an Arcon TC-S3 differential control with one sensor 



piaced in the solar collector and one sensor placed in thermal contact with the mantle under 
the insulation on a level with the outlet stub at the lowest pad of the mantle. The start 
differenc~ can be adjusted to a quantity bewesn 2 K and I Q  K. The adjustment a! the stop 
differential temperature is fixed to 1.5 K. 

The system was inspected on the 15th of April 1991, a day sf clear sunshine wi"Bwt any 
clouds on the sky. It was demonstrated that the circulation pump was ,Bundioning far a shofi 
period followed by a long period without functioning. 

"%his pa"saern is repeated throughout all the day. The outlet temperature of the solar collector 
was therefore measured au-rd compared to the temperature which the temperature sensor of 
the control system records in the solar cotlector. lt appeared that the outlet temperature from 
the solar collector in some periods WBS up to 40 K higher than the one recorded by the 
tsmperabre sensor of the control system. This results in the on/sU opperatlou-8 of the pump, 
a shori time of operation for the pump and a low system pedsrmance. 

The cause of the erroneous measurement is the temperakure sensor's bad placing in the solar 
collector. The sensor is placed in a sensor pipe in the upper part of the solar colledor. 
Figure 5 shows the outlet pipe from the solar collector with the bemperature sensor placed in 
the sensor pipe, which is in conkact with the outlet pipe. Figure 6 shows the temperature 
sensor outside the sensor pipe. 

The sensor pipe is too short to completely place the temperature sensor inside the solar 
collector. This can be seen in Fig. 7 where the temperature sensor is placed n e ~  to the 
sensor pipe. Only somewhat more than half of the temperature sensor is placed inside the 
solar collector. This placing causes the recorded temperature "r be much lower than the 
temperature of the solar collector fluid. The missing insulation of the outlet pipe and the 
sensor pipe outside con"sibutes to the big temperature difference. NeveHheiess, it is 
estimated that a careful insulation work cannot solve the problem. 

!Was decided temporarily to place the temperature sensor loosely on top of the absorber as 
shown in Fig. 8. This placing is definitely the best placing up till now. 

The 28th of August 1991 the temperature sensor was substituted by a smaller temperature 
sensor which was placed in "eh solar colleaor fluid in the very solar colledor. The control 
problems were accordingly solved. 



t.o solar 

Fig. 3. Diagram of the heat storage and measuring equipment. 

Fig. 4. "Te solar collector element of the system. 



Fig. 5. Placing of the temperature sensor of the control system in the solar coilector. 

Fig. 6. The temperature sensor of the control system next to the solar collector. 



Fig. 7. Phs temperature sensor placed next to the sensor pipe. 

Fig. 8. The temperature sensor piaeed sup .lop of ,the absorber, 



It was also stated that the heat loss from the storage was especially high because of the 
missing or insufficient insulation ofthe pipes conneded to the storage tank. This substantially 
reduced the system pefiormance. A considerable pad of the pipe loop beWeen the heat 
exchanger spiral and the oil burner was for instance not insulated. Besides, the hot water 
pipe from the bosom of the storage tank was uninsulated. In late April 1991 the above- 
mentioned conditions were improved by means of a careful insulation work. However, it 
should be noticed that the heat loss of the storage tank still remains unsatisfactorily high 
because of the pipe connedions in the top of the tank. 

The thermal pefiormances of the soiar heating systems depend primarily of the amount of the 
hot water consumption. Below is indicated the measured consumption of hot water as the 
amount of water passing through the hot water tanks of the soiar collector systems. The 
actual howater consumption has therefore, in summer periods, been somewhat higher than 
indicated here as the solar heated water in these periods is mixed with cold water to prevent 
the tap temperature from being too high. 

Table 2 shows the measured mean hot water consumption for the nine systems for the pads 
of the period 1989-1991 in which the measurements were carried out. Figures 9 and 10 show 
the measured mean hot water consumption for the nine systems, per m Q f  solar collector 
and per occupant respectively. "Te consumption varies highly from one system to another. 
A well dimensioned solar heating system for domestic hot water supply has in Denmark a hot 
water consumption of 50 !/day per m2 solar collector. All nine systems are therefore 
oversized. Relatively small system pedormances per m2 of solar coiledors are therefore to 
be expeded. 

The daily hot water consumption per occupant varies very much from one system to another. 
The consumption is especially high in houses with few occupants, each household having a 
ced-kain basic consumption of hot water. For all the systems, the mean hot waaler consumption 
was found to be 38 I/day per occupant. 

The variation of the hot water consumption in the course of the year naturally also influences 
the system pedormance. Fig. 1 1 shows the daily mean hot water consumption per occupant 
for the nine systems for each month of the measuring period. The variations are especially 
great for houses with few occupants. Fudhermore, in many cases the consumption is low 
in July because of the summer holidays. This low consump"ron will naturally result in a 
reduced system pedormance. 

Fig. 12 shows the daily mean hot water consumption per occupant throughout all the months 
of the year on the basis of measurements for all nine systems during the entire measuring 
period. The variations are relatively small, however, the consumption is especially low in July 
because of the summer holidays. In this figure "se consumption is greater than the above- 
mentioned mean hot water consumption of 38 I/day per occupant. This is due to the fact that 
all measured monthly consumption quantities in this figure are weighted equally. Conse- 
quently, the systems which early in the course of the projed were put into operation count 
much more than the newest systems. It is exactly the first established systems that have the 
highest consumption of hot water per occupant. 
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Fig. Q2. Measured mean hot water consumption per occupant during the year for all nine 
systems in the entire measuring period. 

Obviously, the pedormances ofthe solar heating systems also very much depend on the solar 
radiation. The measured total horizontal radiation at the meteorological stations in periods 
when the systems near the meteorological stations have been in operation appears from 
Table 3. 

At "ae estimation of the thermal pedormances, in the following the solar radiation of a specific 
system is considered to be equal to the solar radiation of the meteorological station nearest 
to this system. However, for "se ssytem in Svenstrup, mean values of the solar radiation in 
Aholm and Foulum were used. 

On the basis of the measured weather data and of the orientation and tilt of the solar 
collectors the amount of the total solar radiation on the solar colledors is determined by 
means of the program developed in [g], for each single month of the measuring period. 

The "measured" solar radiations on the solar collectors determined in this way are given in 
Table 4. The quantities from the Danish Test Reference Year are also given in this table. 

The measured quan"ri'8es for the nine systems are shown in "T"ables 5-13. Measured mean hot 
water consumption and operation hours for the circulation pumps, as well as the amounts of 
energy tapped from "re hot water tank of the system and supplied from the auxiliary energy 



source(s) are indicabd. Fufihermore, the net utilized solar energy of the solar heating system 
defined as energy tapped from the storage minus energy supplied to the storage from the 
auxiliary energy source(s) is indicaksd. Fu&hermore, the peHormance of the solar heating 
system including an estimated heat loss from the storage is indicated. This heat loss from 
"se storage is estimated, for the sake of clearness, to be 2 kWh/day without regard to the 
placing, the size and the insulation condition of the storage. The pedormanee of ths solar 
hs8ting system per m2 of solar collector is also indicated, exclusivsly the heat loss of the 
storage as well ineluding the estimated heat ioss. If it was possible, on %he basis of the 
measurements, to determine the solar fradion of the system, this one is moreover indicated 
withouHBhe storage heat ioss as well as including the estimated hsa"&loss from the heat 
storage. The definition of these quantities is indicaked in section 3. 

In one of the systems %he meters were broken for a couple of months, and the circulation 
pump was turned OR for a month, in another system the solar collector was emptied of fluid 
for a couple of months, and in a third one the meters were not read for four months. Fitqally, 
i-hhold be noted that the Bafee system in Svendborg in July 1991 was modified so that after 
that heat can be tapped from the storage for space heating. An exkra energy meter was 
installed to make it possible to measure this amount of heat too. Apad from this, the 
measuremen& were carried out as planned. The measurement results are comprised in Table 
14. 



Total horizonbl radiation, k\d\dh/m" 

Table 3. Measured total horizontal radiation at the meteorological stations. 





heat loss heat loss heat loss heal loss 

December 1991: 

* inclusive circufation piping heat foss, From February 1990. 

Table 5 .  Measured hot water consumption and thermas pedormanees for the Batec sysbem in Gentofte. 



electric oil 
heat loss estimated heat loss beat loss heal loss beat loss 

* System out of operation. Solar eolieaor Rtdid drained from the system. 

Table 6. Measured hot water consumption and thermal pedormancss for the Bate@ system on Vindeby Siradvej in Svendborg. 



electric oil 
heat bss estimated heat loss heat loss 

x Gircufation pump turned off For some part of the period. 
* Clorius meter broken I 
A In July 1991 the system was modified, after this heat could also be tapped from the rank for space heating. 

Table 7. Measured hot water cowsumption and thermal peflormances for the Batec system in Svendborg. 



electric oil 
heat loss estimated heat loss heat loss heat loss heal loss 

Table 8. Measured hot water consumption and thermal pedormances for the Aidt Miljo system in H~rsholm. 



electric oil 
heating burner heat Iloss heat loss beat loss heat loss 

* inclusive circulation piping heat fosses. 

Table 9. Measured hot water consumption and thermal pedosmances for the Aidt Miijo system in Hadsten. 



HP solar collector 
electric district 

element network heat loss heat ,LW heat loss heal loss 

from 17.6.2590 

No measurements were carried out from May 4994 - August 1991 

Table 10. Measured hot water consumption and thermal pedormances for the Aide MiBjks system in Bradstrup. 



electric oil heat loss estimated 
heating burner heat loss heal toss heal loss heal Boss 

* inspection of energy meter and measurement method. 

Table 11. Measured hot water consumption and thermal pedormances for the Arcon Solvarme system in Kalvehave. 



efectric oil beat loss estimated 
heat loss heat loss 

Table 12. Measured hot water consumption and thermal pedormances for the Arcon Sslvarme system in Herndrup. 



m"- solar coUe 

electric 02 heat loss estimated 
heating bumer heat loss heat loss 

Babte 13. Measured hot water consumption and thermal perliormances for the Arcon Sslvarme system in Svenstrup. 





4.4 Estimation of the System Pefiormances 

To estimate whether the system pedormances are as high as can be expected, pedormance 
calculation for the systems with the weather data of the Banish Reference Year were carried 
out using the developed program in [9]. However, the system in Svenstrup was not taken 
into calculation as the program was not able to calculate with a m m l e  tank placed 
horizon"r1ly. The calculation program demands a thorough knowledge of the design of the 
systems. All the assumptions for the program are, however, not known with a too good 
accuracy. An example of this will be the size of the heat loss coefficient for the upper part 
of the heat storage. This size influences strongly the system pedormance. The calculated 
system pedormances are consequently determined with some uncefiainvy. 

Another impofimt calculation assumption will be the temperature level to which the auxiliary 
energy ssurce(s) heats the top of "Ie hot water tank. This temperature level is determined 
for each system by comparing measured amounts of tapped water and energy for a month 
with a solar fraction so low that the solar energy only contributed very little to the heating. 
The temperature levels determined in this way are given in Table 15. 

Table 15. The temperatures to which the auxiliary energy source(s) heat the top of the 
storage tank. 

The pedormance calculations are carried out with different quantities of the daily hot water 
consumption. In all the calculations, a cold water temperature of 10°C is assumed. The 
calculated and "re measured thermal pedormances are indicated as a function of the daily 
mean hot water consumption per m2 of solar collector for each month in Figures "1-20. 

It should be noted that the calculation program is not able to include a circulation piping into 
the calculations. Consequently, the system pedormances of the Gentofte and the Hadsten 
systems ought to be somewhat higher than the calculated quantities if the systems operate 
as projected. 
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Fig. 13. Calculated and measured thermal pedormances during the year for the Batec system 
in Gentofis. 
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Fig. 14. Calculated and measured thermal pedsrmance during the year for the Batec system 
at Vindeby Strandvej in Svendbsrg. 
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Fig. 15. Calculated and measured thermal performances during the year for the Batec system 
in Svendborg. 
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Fig. 16. Calculated and measured thermal pedormances during the year for the Aidt Miljrzr 
system in Warsholm. 



- Calculated thermal performance in the Danish Test Reference Year. 
o Measured thermal performance. 
X "Measured" thermal performance in the Danish Test Reference Year. 

Fig. 17. Calculated and measured thermal pedormances during the year for the Aidt Milja 
system in Hadsten. 
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Fig. 18. Calculated and measured thermal pedormances during the year for the Aidt Milja 
system in Bredstrup. 
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Fig. 19. Calculated and measured thermal psdormances during the year for the Arcon 
Solvarme system in Kalvehave. 



- Calculated thermal performance in the Banish Test Reference Year. 
o Measured thermal performance. 
X "Measured" thermal performance in the Danish Test Reference Year. 

Fig. 26. Calculated and measured thermal pedormances during the year for "6h Arcon 
Solvarme system in Terndrup. 



In the figures the measured system pedormances are indicated for each month. On the basis 
of the calculations carried out in [l81 and [l l ]  a connection bemeen the ratio bemeen the 
actual solar radiation and the solar radiation of the Danish Test Reference Year, the solar 
fraction of the system and the ratio beween the system pedormance with the actual solar 
radiation and the system pedormance in the Danish Test Reference Year has been 
established. On the basis of the actual solar radiation and the solar radiation of the Danish 
Test Reference Year from Table 4 it has in this way been possible to correct the measured 
system pedormance so that on the figures are also indicated "measured" system pedormanc- 
es with weather data of the Danish Test Reference Year. These "measuring points" can be 
directly compared with the calculated system pedormances. 

In Figures 21 and 22 calculated and measured yearly thermal pedormanees are shown as a 
function of the daily mean hot water consumption per ms solar colle~tor for the eight 
systems. Fudhermore are shown the "measured" yearly thermal pedormances in the Danish 
Test Reference Year which are corrected for %he actual solar radiation being different from that 
of the Danish Test Reference Year, as well as for the varying hot water ~onsumptie)n in the 
course of the year. These "measuring points" can then be diredly compared with the 
calculated system pedormances. However, it should be mentioned that not all the measured 
yearly pedormances are for complete years. For instance, as for the system on Vindeby 
Strandvej in Svendborg, November and December 1990 are not included, while November 
1990 and January and February 199Mare not included in the other system in Svendborg. As 
for the system in Brsdstrup the periods January - May 1990 and May - August 1991 are not 
included, and as for the system in Malvehave December 1991 is not included. Finally, January 
1991 is not included as for the system in lerndrup. In these periods the measured 
pedormances are put equal to zero. These conditions ough"rtc% be taken into account in 
connection with the evaluation of the systems. 

The system pedormances are evaluated below by means of the Figures 13-22. 

As already mentioned the Gentofie system was rebuilt in May 1998, and only after that the 
system has operated as projected. In summer periods the measured pedormances have 
been close to the calculated pedormances. The measured pedormances in winter periods 
and by this the measured yearly pedormances too have been smaller than the calculated 
pedormances. The yearly pedormance for 1990 is especially small as the reconstrudion did 
not occur before May 1990. The reason for the small pedormances in winber are the many 
shadows hiQing the solar collector during the six winter months. It can therefore be 
concluded that the system after the reconstruction has lived up to the expectations. However, 
it should be naked that the circulation piping did not result in an increased system 
pedormance. 

The system on Vindeby Strandvej in Svendborg has operated satisfadorily. In sunny periods 
the system has pedormed better than expected. The explanation is that the family to some 
extent has adapted their hot water consumption according to the heat amount in the hot water 
tank. Thus hot water consumption has been large in sunny periods and smalier in periods 
with very little sun. 

This resulted in especially high solar fractions of the system in summer. The yearly 
pedormance for 199%) in Figure 21 is calculated without the contribution for November and 
December as "Ie esytem then was not in operation. It can be concluded that the system is 
functioning earemely well with high pedormances. 

The measured psdormances of the other Svendborg system are somewhat smaller than the 
calculated pedormances. The yearly pedormance for 1990 is calculated without the 
con"sibution for November as the system was not operating in this month, and the yearly 
pedormance for 1991 is without the contribution for January and February as the meters were 
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Fig. 21. Calculated and measured thermal per5srmances for the three Batec systems and the 
Aidt Wliljar system in Hrilrsholm. 
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Fig. 22. Calculated and measured therma8 pedormances for the Aidt Milja systems in Had- 
sten and Br~dslrup, and the Arcsn Salvarme syskems in Kalvehave and Tsrndrup. 



Fig. 23. Solar collector and surroundings of the Svendborg system. 

broken down at this period. The reason for the relatively low performances is primarily the 
shadows from the surroundings hitting the solar collectors in the al-ternoon. Fig. 23 shows 
the solar colledors in the afiernoon. Figure 23 shows both the solar collectors and the 
building whose shadows hit the solar colledors in the afternoon. The relatively low pedorm- 
ances are fufihermore caused by a coat of dust covering the solar collectors, resulting in a 
reduced pe~ormance. The dust comes from the harbour of Svendborg where the handling 
of considerable amounts of corn gives a substantial dust problem. It can be concluded that 
the system func"tons satisfactorily. 

The measured thermal pedormances of the Hrarsholm system have in cerbain periods been 
higher than the calculated thermal pedormances. However, the difference is not so great that 
it cannot be explained by measurement inaccuracy, and uncerbainty as regards calculation 
assumptions. it can be concluded that the system functions especially well with high thermal 
pedormances. 

"Te measured peflormances of the Hadsten system came close to the calculated 
pedormances. The explanation of the relatively low pedormances is primarily the high 
temperatures "r which the top is heated by the auxiliary energy source. Here too it should 
be noted that the eireulation piping has not resulted in an increased pedormance. Finally, it 
should be noted that the system pedormances are especially low in the months when the oil 
burner is heating the top of the hot water tank. The heat is transferred from the oil burner 
loop to the hot water tank by means of a heat exchanger spiral placed at the top of the tank. 
The reason for the low pedormances is due to the fact that in periods when the boiler is off, 
heat is transferred from the hot water tank to the oil burner loop by means of the heat 
exchanger spiral. This "inverse" heat transfer is not taken into account at the design of the 
measuring system as the energy meter used cannot record negative energy amounts. The 



heat, which in this way is transferred from the tank to the oil burner loop, covers some of the 
heat loss from the heating system. The amount of heat which actuaily is supplied to the tank 
from the oil burner loop in these periods is then smaller than the measured quantities. The 
real peflormance of the solar heating system is therefore higher than the measured 
pedormance in these periods. 

In the majority of the measuring period the pedormance of the Bradstrup system has been 
unsatisfactorily small. The low pedormances can be explained by a wrong control of the heat 
supply from the district heating nemork to the top of the hot water tank. The valve for 
interrupting the heat supply was not able to cut off fluid flow through the heat exchanger spiral 
in the upper parr$ of the hot water tank. That is why the top of the hot water tank was heated 
to 90°C for long periods, and this caused an increased heat loss from the top of the storage 
tank. In Sep"lember 1991 both the hot water storage and the defective valve were replaced. 
After this the top of the hot water tank was only heated to 40°C by means of the district 
heating network. The system seems to have functioned satisfactorily from then on. 

As mentioned in section 4.2 the Kalvehave system has fundioned very unsatisfactoril~ The 
system was modified by the end of August 1991, but even after this the measured system 
performances have been low. The main reason for the low pedormances is the many pipe 
connections in ,the top of the heat storage. These pipe connections, as mentioned in section 
4.1, cause substantial heat storage losses and low system periormances. However, detailed 
investigations, which include measurements of different system temperatures and of the 
thermal pedormance of the solar collector, are necessary to fully elucidate the causes of the 
low system pedormances. The framework of this project as regards economy and time did 
not permit investigations of this kind. 

The Terndrup system has functioned satisfactorily, its measured periormances were 
somewhat higher than the calculated pedormances. The yearly pedormance is without 
contribution from January as the system did not get stafied until February 1991. 

As already mentioned the pedormance of the Svenstrup system was not calculated. On the 
basis of Tables 13 and 14 it can be concluded that the measured pedormances are low. The 
reason for these low pedormances is a substantial heat loss from the hot water tank. 
Relatively great amounts of energy are probably lost to the oil burner loop by natural 
circulation bachards through the mantle. The amount of heat lost in this way, which was 
not measured, contributes to the reduction of the heat loss in the heating system. Therefore 
the real pedormances of the syskm are greater than indicated in the tables. Fuflhermore, 
in some periods without solar energy supply, heat is lost by natural circulation in the heat 
exchanger loop between the hot water tank and the solar collector loop. Besides, it is difficult 
to establish and maintain a temperature stratification in the hot water tank, a stratification 
which is impodant for the solar heating system, padly because the tank is situated horizontally 
and partly because the auxiliary energy source not only heats the upper part of the tank - the 
lower pari of the tank too is somewhat heated by the auxiliary energy source. On the basis 
of the measurements the type of system with the horizontal mantle tank and an e&ernal heat 
exchanger for the heat transfer from the solar collector loop to ,the hot water tank cannot be 
recommended. 

The measured yearly pedormances of the well functioning systems have been higher than 
earlier measured yearly pedormances of corresponding small traditional solar heating systems 
[5 ] .  Fuehermore, the measurements showed that small low flow solar heating systems are 
able to function without any operation problems and with pedwmances as high as 
calculations show. Consequently, small low flow solar heating systems can also in practice 
peflorm about 10-20% better than traditional solar heating systems. However, the 
measurements also showed that it is most impo~qant - quite as for traditional solar heating 
systems - that the systems are dimensioned, designed and installed in the right wayo At the 



design and the installation it is therefore inspodant to take into account the operation 
experience mentioned in section 4. l .  

As already mentioned, the introduction of a circulation piping has not resulted in the expected 
increased system peflormance. It is necessary to investigate "Ie best design of a system with 
circulation piping to minimize mixing in the tank when the water returns to the tank from the 
circulation piping, and to establish and keep as well as possible the temperature  batif if cation 
in the tank. 

5. CONCLUSION 

Nine small low flow solar heating systems for DHW supply were built by "Ihree solar collector 
manufacturers, and the operation of the systems have been followed since the installation. 

The inves"sga8isns showed that small low flow solar heating systems in practice can work 
without any operation problems and with remarkably high pedormances. 

However, the investigations also showed that it is extremely impo~ant that the systems - as 
is also the case for traditional solar heating sysbems - are dimensioned, designed and 
insballed in the right way. Only then the systems will be reliable, durable and efficient. 

Besides the increased thermal pedormances, "se uus sof ,the low flow principle makes it 
possible to reduce the price of the systems. Today low flow systems are only marketed by 
one Danish manufacturer. The experience from this project can therefore be of use in 
connection with the manufacturers' development work so that inexpensive, reliable, durable 
and efficient low flow solar heating sys"ams can be developed and marke"6d. 



SUMMARY 

Nine small low flow solar heating systems for domestic hot water supply have been built by 
three producers of solar colledors. The operation of "re systems have been followed since 
the installation. 

The investigations showed that the promising results from laboratoq experiments with small 
DHW low flow systems can be transferred to practice. Small DHW low flow systems can thus 
work without any problems with very high thermal pedormances. 

However, the investigations also showed that it is essential to optimize, design and install the 
systems in the right way. Only in this way the systems will be reliable and durable with high 
thermal pedormances, 

The design and control of the system should ensure that the heat loss from the heat storage 
is minimized and that the auxiliaq energy source(s) only heat the needed volume of water to 
the required hot water temperature. Fuflhermore, thermosyphoning in the solar collector loop 
during nights and boiling in the solar collector during summer holidays should be avoided. 

Fu~hermore, in systems with a circulation piping it is impo~ant that the water returning from 
the circulation piping enters the hot water tank without causing mixing inside the tank. 

The low flow principle makes it possible both to increase the thermal pedormance and to 
decrease the costs of the solar heating systems. To day only one Danish manufadadrer is 
producing low flow systems. The experience from this projed can therefore be utilized in 
connection with the developing work of the other producers in such a way that inexpensive, 
reliable, durable marketed low flow systems with high thermal pedormances can be 
developed. 
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